religious leaders. Where Eastern Lightning fits is therefore not just a Western or even an academic question, but one of great political and practical concern in China today.
Eastern Lightning is best understood as part of a heterodox tradition that hybridizes elements of Christianity and popular religions. The big red dragon indicates that Christian motifs have been indigenized by believers at the grassroots, and the Female Christ exemplifies the way in which popular religious notions have affected interpretations of Christianity and led to religious innovation. The boundaries of this tradition are blurred and porous, but it is characterized by millenarian teachings that refer to biblical themes and characters, the presence of supernatural powers and phenomena in everyday life, and the rejection of mainstream political and religious prescriptions. Commonalities between Eastern Lightning and the Taipings regarding the dragon and the reading of Genesis as foretelling a female divinity lead one to wonder how continuous this heterodox tradition might be, and how it might continue to evolve.
Eastern Lightning and the Glocalization of Christianity
This book has considered Eastern Lightning in the Chinese context to identify its cultural origins, and to foreground the innovations and agency of those who are involved with and against it. Historically, studies of Christianity in China have tended either to represent local agency as a response to foreign activity, or to focus on East-West cultural exchange, which can still insinuate that China is worth studying for its relationship with the West. It is refreshing now to invert this weighting, and consider Eastern Lightning's relationship to global developments in something of a postscript.
Eastern Lightning can be viewed as part of a global shift in Protestantism from northern continents to southern continents. Whereas for the past five centuries Christianity has been bound up with European (-derived) civilizations, over the past hundred years, its "center of gravity" has shifted.3 Of the countries with the largest overall growth per hundred Christians in 2010, seven of the top ten were located in Africa and three in Asia, while six of the ten largest overall losers per hundred Christians were in Europe.4 The popular view of Christianity as a Western or European religion is therefore outdated, and a "next Christendom" is already to be found in Africa, Latin
